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Let’s Get Real

When it comes to delivering on 

your marketing promises, 

does your organization know 

how to walk the talk?
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Let’s Get Real

What do you believe?

1.How much does the quality of relationships within your 
organization affect the quality of relationships with your 
customers?

2.How much is the quality of relationships within your 
organization affected by the level of trust and the quality 
of communications?

3.How would employees rate the level of trust and quality 
of communications within your organization if they were 
guaranteed anonymity?
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Let’s Get Real

In order to optimize alignment

BETWEEN

The Inside and Outside …

You need to have alignment

WITHIN

The organization
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Let’s Get Real

In order to improve alignment

WITHIN

The organization …

You need to strengthen

TRUST & COMMUNICATION
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Building Trust

People & Systems in the Workplace:
 Basic human needs:
 Security
 Self-esteem

 Basic credibility factors:
 Caring
 Honesty and openness
 Responsiveness
 Competence
 Reliability
 Apology

 Build on the ―basics‖ with:
 ―People-First‖ systems, processes and policies
 Deeper understanding of human nature about work
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Building Trust

Nationwide Survey

Workers Managers

Interesting work
Job security
Tactful discipline
Being ―in‖ on info & decisions
Good wages
Loyalty to employees
Appreciation of work done
Chance to advance
Good working conditions
Sympathetic help w/problems

1999 Survey
Kenneth  A. Kovach
George Mason Univ.
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Building Trust

Nationwide Survey

Workers Managers

Interesting work 1 5
Job security 4 2
Tactful discipline 9 7
Being ―in‖ on info & decisions  3 10
Good wages 5 1
Loyalty to employees 8 6
Appreciation of work done 2 8
Chance to advance 6 3
Good working conditions 7 4
Sympathetic help w/problems   10 9

1999 Survey
Kenneth  A. Kovach
George Mason Univ.
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Building Trust

“People-First” Systems, Processes, & Policies

Measurement

Learning & 
Development

Rewards &
Recognition

Continuous
Improvement

COMMUNICATION

Support claim that ...

“People are our most important asset”
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Building Trust

Real-Life, Real-Time Communication

 Interaction

Availability of information (policy)

Access to information (process)

 Speed

 Relevance

 Inclusion

Authenticity
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Building Trust

Real-life, Real-time Communication

 Interaction
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Building Trust

Real-life, Real-time Communication

 Interaction

Employees are NOT

a “target audience!”
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Building Trust

Real-life, Real-time Communication

 Interaction

Employees are NOT

a “target audience!”

“Propaganda ends 

where dialogue begins.”  

(Marshall McLuhan)
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Building Trust

Real-Life, Real-Time Communication

 Availability of information

“An individual without information 

cannot take responsibility. 

An individual with information 

cannot help but take responsibility.” 

(Jan Carlzon)
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Building Trust

Real-life, Real-time Communication

 Access to information

Availability without access 

is like having a key without 

knowing what lock it fits.
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Building Trust

Real-life, Real-time Communication

 Speed

Organizational communication 

has to operate at the speed 

of  life.
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Building Trust

Real-life, Real-time Communication

 Relevance

Watch out for the trap of  

giving people too much 

of  the information they 

don’t need – and too little 

of  what they do.
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Building Trust

Real-life, Real-time Communication

 Inclusion

Cutting someone out of

the communication loop is

like cutting off the blood

supply to part of the body.
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Building Trust

Real-life, Real-time Communication

 Authenticity

“The use of  buzzwords 

anesthetizes you to 

the truth.”

(Warren Bennis)
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Communication & Measurement

Real-life, Real-time Communication

 Interaction

Availability of information (policy)

Access to information (process)

 Speed

 Relevance

 Inclusion

Authenticity
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Communication & Measurement

Shift from 

measuring the value of  communications

to 

communicating about measures that people value.
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Communication & Measurement

Relevant measures that people value

 Business goals

 Employee engagement

 Quality

 Productivity

 Customer satisfaction

 Financial performance
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Communication & Measurement

Relevant measures that people value
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Aligning with the Customer

Making a Connection
 Lexus:

 All employees speak to customer once a week, and report

 Boeing:

 Customer pilots working with designers

 Quicken:

 Home visits with customers

 Toyota:

 Observe, don’t just listen to customers

 Monsanto:

 Essential Conversations
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Communication & Measurement

Real-life, Real-time Communication

 Interaction

Availability of information (policy)

Access to information (process)

 Speed

 Relevance

 Inclusion

Authenticity



Monsanto – How we got here

 Weekly e-mail newsletter with less-than-exciting 

articles

 IT decided to replace existing Intranet

 Internal Communications worked with IT to 

implement a real-time news portal offering 

employees transparent news about the company 

and industry—in a timely, conversational manner



What were our guiding principles?

 Interaction

 Availability of information (policy)

 Access to information (process)

 Speed

 Relevance

 Inclusion

 Authenticity



How are we doing?

 94% of employees have used the site at least once

 50% of employees access the news pages on a 

regular basis

 75% of employees in North America access the news 

on a regular basis

 Average time on news page is 3-5 minutes



Tools we use

 Articles

 Photos

 Headlines

 Blogs

 Wikis

 Twitter

 Comments

 Video

 Audio



What kind of articles

 Well-written

 Transparent

 Honest

 Informative

 Useful

 No spin

 No messaging



What does it look like?



Surfing the news



Some story examples



Blogging in the workplace



What kind of impact does this have?

 Employees start to ask questions

 Questions get answered

 Information is available 24/7

 Employees use that information

 Dialogue begins

 Employees connect

 External PR has to change



Monsanto Today

www.MonsantoToday.com



For the Record

www.monsanto.com/fortherecord



Monsanto According to…. 

blog.monsantoblog.com



Tweeting up a Storm

twitter.com/MonsantoCo
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Aligning Inside and Out

Shift from Traditional Communication Roles

 Reporter

 Promoter

 Apologist
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Aligning Inside and Out

Embrace New Roles … and Requirements

 Focus on supporting relationships more than sending 

messages

 Shift thinking about communication from departmental 

function to lifeblood of organization

 Help increase capacity of the entire organization to 

communicate effectively

 Form interdependent alliances with critical operating 

functions

 Avoid promotional hype

 Take a stand as truth and trust experts and advocates

 Be a navigator more than a flight attendant
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Aligning Inside and Out

“Customers are demanding reality.”

and …

“Marketing is everyone’s job.”
-- Regis McKenna

Relationship Marketing

If  employees experience high-quality,

“real” communication, customers will too.


